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	NAME: Noaleko
	DESCRIPTION: Noaleko, native to Noalan III, are able to survive at pressures up to 100 atmospheres. This allows them to dive to considerable depths. They speak Noalen, this is a combination of signs & audible words developed for underwater communication. It is structurally simple, it is difficult for others to speak as it requires tonal qualities that are difficult to mimic. They are intensely loyal to each other, wary of outsiders, & uncompromising in their work ethic. They have a rugged pioneer spirit that most species lose over time. They reach adulthood at 16 & enjoy a true participatory democracy. They call land-walkers; "Dryfeet". They live in communities of ~500 people that are spread out over 100s of km² of ocean floor. They share their water planet with a sentient species of dolphins called the C’to. The planet has a unique mineral produced by corals, these red crystals [Mazrax] can replace dilithium [10k tons/month]. Though not a space-faring race, they trade w/ their galactic neighbors for technologies that they cannot make themselves. 
	ERA:  2371 and beyond
	Text Field 13: For us work is a game.  
	Text Field 7: Control +1, Fitness +1, Reason +1.
	Text Field 8: Noaleko have smooth skin & webbed fingers & toes, making it easy for them to swim. They can derive nourishment from just about any organic matter. Their gills can extract oxygen from seawater, remaining underwater indefinitely. Their voices are deep & raspy, punctuated with higher-pitched notes. They have nictitating membranes designed to protect vs rapid changes in illumination, which retract when not needed. 
	TALENTS: Noaleko, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Hardened Skin [Required]
	TALENT TEXT 1: Noaleko skin is tough, designed to protect them from jagged coral, predators, & dehydration. You gain a Resistance of 1 vs All. 
	TALENT NAME 2: Weightless Environmental Work
	TALENT TEXT 2: Noaleko with their life-long experience in a weightless underwater environment have an aptitude for zero-G work. You reduce the difficulty of tasks in weightless environments by 3, minimum of 1. In addition, When using your Engineering Discipline, you gain 1d20 to your rolls.
	TALENT NAME 3: Undersea Farming
	TALENT TEXT 3: Noaleko are scientifically conscious of the relationship between the corals in their ocean & the Mazrax crystals they farm. You gain 1d20 to rolls involving tasks related to Agriculture & Oceanographic sciences.
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